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AVS 590-0980: Research skills combining microbes and social equity

Instructor
Dr. Sue Ishaq (she/her); sue.ishaq@maine.edu, 207-581-2770, office: 108 Rogers Hall.
I do not have pre-scheduled office hours, but I am happy to meet anytime to answer questions or help you navigate your project. You can book me in Google Calendar using this link.

Time and mode of instruction
July 18 - 29, 2022, 12:00 – 16:00 EST.
- On July 18 -22, most of class time will involve attending the Microbes and Social Equity virtual symposium (12:30 – 16:00 EST). Details below, links to each symposium session will be provided.
- On July 25 – 29, we will meet just as a class for as much of the time as we need to refine our ideas and assignments. Details below, a new link will be provided.

Location
Virtually over Zoom, links to follow.
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Credit hours: 1
Prerequisites: Graduate student standing.
Description of course and prerequisites
This graduate course is designed to teach ideation and communication skills on creating context-aware experimental designs, interdisciplinary writing, building community engagement in research, writing for scientific-based policy, and pedagogical design for situating scientific education in social equity contexts. This course is built around the Microbes and Social Equity working group’s 2022 summer symposium “Developing transformative research skills.” Students will attend the talks, participate in meeting working groups, and discuss research with plenary speakers, all while drafting your research designs or writing outputs. Students will receive feedback on their ideas from the instructor, as well as from symposium speakers and attendees.

Symposium description: To understand a microbiome, you must learn about the bustling community of microorganisms and the complex ecosystems they live in, because one cannot exist without the other. So, too, does microbiome research rely on understanding the lives and ecology of humans, because there is no aspect of human life which does not involve microbes in some way. To become better microbiome researchers, we must understand social and environmental contexts which affect humans and, in many cases, prevent them from making choices which result in beneficial microbial exposures. This symposium will focus on developing research skills to create transformative research, including context-aware experimental designs, engaging community stakeholders as research partners, writing transdisciplinary papers, translating research into policy, and creating curriculum which melds microbes and social equity.

A detailed program for the symposium can be found: https://sueishaqlab.org/microbes-and-social-equity-working-group/mse-virtual-symposium-july-2022/

Course materials and digital services used
- Textbook: There is no required textbook for this class.
- Lectures: All seminars/lectures are presented live and recorded, and video files added to Kaltura after.
- Readings: Reading material will be provided as electronic journal articles or readings.
- Assignments: All assignments can be submitted through Brightspace, and each assignment portal has more detailed instructions, and the proposal assignment has an optional document template.
- Brightspace Online Learning Software
  - Log into Brightspace. Read the tutorial. Download the Pulse app.
  - Brightspace is the online learning management system used at the University of Maine. In our course Brightspace site, you will be able to access course materials, assignment descriptions, this syllabus, and the course schedule. You will submit your work through Brightspace and will be able to access your grades and feedback as well. You can download a "Brightspace Pulse" app for most mobile devices from your regular app store. Be aware: Some functions in Brightspace work better when accessed through a laptop/desktop than through a mobile device. Support for the website and mobile apps includes video tours, IT Help Desk, and other resources. If you continue to have problems with Brightspace, please let me know as soon as possible.
  - If you wish to retain a personal copy of course materials, please do so before the end of the semester. You will not have access to a course’s Brightspace site after you complete the course. You can store copies of material you wish to retain on Google Drive, your hard drive, or other media of your choosing.
- Zoom Online Conferencing Software
  - Read the UMaine tutorial. Zoom is an online conference software that students can use to attend class remotely as needed. Students may invite friends and family to watch their presentation using Zoom.

I am happy to provide accommodations to the way course materials are formatted or provided to make them easier to access and understand. Please let me know if you have suggestions to improve the course materials.
Course goals
The goal of this course is to teach ideation and communication skills on creating context-aware experimental designs, interdisciplinary writing, building community engagement in research, writing for scientific-based policy, and pedagogical design for situating scientific education in social equity contexts.

Student learning outcomes and objectives to meet them:
1. Recognize the connections that microbiomes have to social equity. This will be demonstrated with research/examples/case studies presented by speakers.
2. Discuss relevant issues in microbiomes and their connection to social equity and identify issues which could be explored further. This will be met with group discussion between students, speakers, and researchers attending the symposium.
3. Appraise your own work for these connections between microbiomes and social equity, to designate places for professional growth and applying equitable design. This will met using instructor feedback on written assignments.

Expectations of students and university policies

Attendance and Participation
Students are expected to attend lectures in order to engage with guest speakers and collaboratively write assignments. Students are expected to participate in discussions. I strive to create inclusive discussions, but if students still find it challenging to participate, please notify me and I will alter the discussion format as needed. Supporting inclusion and community is an active process that involves both invitation, and support to ensure that the learning community is and remains an equitable and inclusive place. Students are expected to conduct themselves in a professional, courteous manner and abide by university policies.

Late Assignments
I will accept assignments for a certain period of time after the due date, however, the assignments in this class build on one another and their due dates are specifically set to help you achieve the end goals of this class. You will not receive a grade reduction for late assignments, but you waive the right to receive feedback which might impact the quality of successive drafts and your next grade.

Campus Policies
“The University of Maine is an EEO/AA employer, and does not discriminate on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, transgender status, gender expression, national origin, citizenship status, age, disability, genetic information or veteran’s status in employment, education, and all other programs and activities.” Follow the links for more information.

Students Accessibility Services (SAS) Statement
If you are requesting an accommodation to the course or assignments, please contact SAS, 121 East Annex, (207) 581-2319, as early as possible in the term. Students who have already been approved for accommodations by SAS and have a current accommodation letter should contact me as soon as possible.
Schedule of content and Assignments:
Detailed instructions (written and audio), rubrics, and submission portals on Brightspace.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>July 18, session 1</th>
<th>Prior to this session, you may want to watch these recorded talks:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “The human microbiome and cancer risk: setting the stage for innovative studies to address cancer disparities”. Dr. Armen Byrd, MPH, PhD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Chasing Ghosts: Race, Racism, and the Future of Microbiome Research”. Dr. Travis J. De Wolfe, PhD; Dr. Mohammed Rafi Arefin, PhD; Dr. Maria Rebolleda-Gomez, PhD; and Dr. Amber Benezra, PhD. Link to their interdisciplinary paper: <a href="https://journals.asm.org/doi/full/10.1128/mSystems.00604-21">https://journals.asm.org/doi/full/10.1128/mSystems.00604-21</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Diet, Microbial Metabolites, and Cancer Disparities”. Dr. Patricia Wolf, PhD, RD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Deconstructing the individual: how science can materially advance using queer and feminist theory”. Dr. Patricia Kaishian, PhD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Extended Health”. Dr. Joshua August (Gus) Skorburg, PhD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “Integrating Equity into Emerging Infectious Disease Research”. Dr. Kishana Taylor, MS, PhD.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• “It’s about time: ecological and eco-evolutionary dynamics across the scales”. Dr. Liat Shenhav, PhD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Content Session 1: “Context-aware experimental designs”
Registration: [https://maine.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEscu6srjosGdTHLr98y3RuCtnt6Z3yAkUQ](https://maine.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEscu6srjosGdTHLr98y3RuCtnt6Z3yAkUQ)

- **Scope:** Microbiome research often uses broad categorical factors as proxy factors for complex social or environmental contexts, but these can ignore or obscure underlying trends. This session will unpack proxy terms like race, Western diet, dysbiosis, rural/urban, and more, to differentiate what variables we actually want to measure and how to accomplish this in data collection and analysis. This session will also discuss how to communicate microbiome results in relation to broader contexts of lived experiences, rather than attributing results to broad proxy categories.

- **Learning Objectives of Session:** Attendees will learn 1) the process of identifying more precise and appropriate measurement variables when engaging in human-adjacent microbiome research, instead of using proxy factors, 2) how to include more resolution to factorial data during collection, and 3) examples of how to process complex social data during microbiome data analysis.

- **Format of talks:** Three 30-min lecture-style talks will disambiguate proxy categorizations into more precise variables that consider social contexts, approach to course, lessons learned/challenges.

- **Format of breakout rooms:** Each room creates a concept map which disambiguates a proxy category into specific variables, and discusses how to frame surrey questions or leverage existing data to obtain this information. Each room has a designated topic area (e.g. environmental restoration) to help audience members group by discipline or type of information they are looking for.

**Assignment**

*Experimental design (15 points)*—Create a 1-page description of an experimental design which disambiguates a proxy category into specific measurable variables. Define those variables and what aspect they are informing you on. Page length does not include title, authors, or other header info, and is based on single-spaced 12pt Times New Roman. You may work in groups of 1 – 3 people. Due by midnight after this symposium session.
Prior to this session, you may want to watch these recorded talks:
- “Microbes at the nexus of environmental, biological, and social research”. Dr. Sue Ishaq, PhD.
- “20 important questions in microbial exposure and social equity + recent work on urban greenspace microbiomes”. Dr. Jake Robinson, PhD.
- “What Connects Us: stories of working across difference with humans and microbes”. Dr. Maya Hey, PhD
- “Embodied microbiomes: a 4E-cognition perspective on microbial life and social equity”. Dr. Francisco Parada, PhD

Content
Session 2: “Blending biological, social, and humanities writing”

Registration: https://maine.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZElcumvqz8sGdXX-U7s9i88m4i9NHbrKjOM

• Scope: Interdisciplinary experimental designs have been called for in research, but finding a publication venue can be tricky when manuscripts or presentations are deemed not discipline-specific, or are labeled opinion instead of research. This session will explore common gatekeeping problems of interdisciplinary research, cross-disciplinary writing categorization discussions (i.e. theoretical framing, etc.), and writing strategies and publication venues to make the most of your work.

• Learning Objectives of Session: Attendees will become familiar with different expectations within research design/publishing across fields, and learn about tangible suggestions from research publishers. Audience members should walk away with more confidence in interdisciplinary publishing.

• Format of talks: This will feature a 30-min plenary topic to introduce the concept that theory in psychology/philosophy is regarded as opinion in the natural sciences, followed by 1 hour of a panel of research journal editors to discuss flexible publication guidelines.

• Format of breakout rooms: Each room creates a draft essay, and each room has a designated topic area (e.g. environmental restoration) to help audience members group by discipline

Assignment
Interdisciplinary writing (15 points) – Create a 1-page essay using microbiome/natural sciences research on a topic of your choice. Page length does not include title, authors, or other header info, and is based on single-spaced 12pt Times New Roman. You may work in groups of 1 – 3 people. Due by midnight after this symposium session.
Prior to this session, you may want to watch these recorded talks:

- “The Human Microbiome and Health Inequities”. Dr. Katherine (Katie) Amato, PhD.
- “Decomposition as Life Politics”. Dr. Kristina Lyons, PhD.
- “Microbiomes and climate change at the intersection of human and ecosystem health in the North”. Dr. Catherine Girard, PhD.
- “Connecting environmental microbiomes to social (in)equity across temporal and ecological scales”. Dr. Erin Eggleston, PhD and Dr. Mallory Choudoir, PhD.

Content Session 3: “Transforming your research for policy engagement”

Registration: [https://maine.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIudO2prTMiE9A9oyE0rLDfMiGxJUe3lvSp](https://maine.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZIudO2prTMiE9A9oyE0rLDfMiGxJUe3lvSp)

- **Scope**: Microbiomes drive processes in all environments and are intimately intertwined with all aspects of our lives. Despite the central role of microbes in shaping systems, microbial researchers are often detached from shaping policies related to conservation, public health, land use, environmental justice, climate and other areas of intersection. Policy engagement is not typically included in the academic training of microbiome researchers, and there is a need for greater coordination between policy needs and microbial research. This session will explore integrated, collaborative approaches to research and policy making.

- **Learning Objectives of Session**: Attendees will discuss 1) how to develop research in collaboration with policy needs, 2) policy levels and types (government, private), 3) how to identify stakeholders, and 4) how to communicate your research to policymakers.

- **Format of talks**: Three 30-min lecture-style talks will describe interdisciplinary research outcomes which transcend typical academic endpoints and engage in shaping policy.

- **Format of breakout rooms**: Each room will create a policy brief outline around a particular topic area (e.g. environmental restoration) to help audience members group by discipline.

**Assignment**

*Policy brief (15 points)* – Create a 1-page policy brief using microbiome/natural sciences research on a topic of your choice. Page length does not include title, authors, or other header info, and is based on single-spaced 12pt Times New Roman. You may work in groups of 1 – 3 people. Due by midnight after this symposium session.
Prior to this session, you may want to watch these recorded talks:

- “An Indigenous Micro- to Meta-Narrative: Microbes and Social Equity”. Dr. Nicole Redvers, ND, MPH.
- “The Global Microbiome: microbes and public health beyond biology”. Dr. Amber Benezra, PhD.
- “Social and ethical implications of human microbiome research”. Dr. Kieran O’Doherty, PhD.
- “Investigating social determinants of health and social equity among Veterans; a United States-Veteran Microbiome Project”. LTC. Andrew J. Hoisington, Ph.D.
- “Risk factors for colonization with antibiotic-resistant bacteria in Guatemala and East Africa”. Dr. Douglas Call, PhD.

Content Session 4: “Community engagement and collaboration”

Registration: https://maine.zoom.us/j/85885382821?pwd=1KBVh2D3dMYmFAA6JRSjlvjmXkRVKO.1

- **Scope:** Due to the interconnectedness of microbial processes and social justice, many types of microbial research could benefit from closer collaborations with communities impacted directly by the public health, environmental and climate justice implications of microbiomes. Some styles of microbiome research would yield more positive outcomes if the collaboration was built around mutual long-term goals, instead of specific projects, and if it was initiated during project conceptualization instead of after the project has been designed. This session will explore different styles of interdisciplinary collaborations centered on community needs, such as community advisory boards, community partnerships, community-led research design, and how to implement this into microbiome research.

- **Learning Objective of Session:** Attendees will learn 1) approaches to community-centered collaborations, 2) how to leverage community professionals (e.g. health workers) in a ‘train the trainer model’, 3) how to start ethical conversations around environmental samples & broader experimental design, and 4) how to emphasize collaborations - including public health, government, policy makers, etc. as a collaborator and how to ask for their help/mindful collaborations.

- **Format of talks:** Three 30-min lecture-style talks from researchers who have successfully built research collaborations with communities.

- **Format of breakout rooms:** Each room creates a plan for engagement, and each room has a designated topic area (e.g. environmental restoration) to help audience members group by research discipline.

**Assignment**

*Community engagement proposal (15 points)*— Create a 1-page proposal describing a project which requires community engagement, the community stakeholders, your plan to engage them as participants or work with them as co-Investigators, and the impacts to that community. Page length does not include title, authors, or other header info, and is based on single-spaced 12pt Times New Roman. You may work in groups of 1 – 3 people. Due by midnight after this symposium session.
Prior to this session, you may want to watch these recorded talks:

- “Teaching with microbes: Biopolitical lessons from fermentation”. Dr. Megan Carney, PhD.
- “Missing Microbes and Missing Out: microbes and social equity in the context of youth in detention”. Drs. Ally Hunter, PhD. and Christina Bosch, M.A., M.Ed., PhD.
- “Analyzing and harnessing microbiomes from Soil to Society: Towards sustainable and equitable agricultural systems”. Dr. Frank Carbonero, PhD.
- “Intimate Exchange and Queer Ecologies”. Dr. Gabriel N. Rosenberg, PhD.

### Content
**Session 5: “MSE Education Practices and Curriculum design”**

### Registration
[https://maine.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcrc-Gvqz4uE9YX0AOG4VUD1qA7G505Z-1](https://maine.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZcrc-Gvqz4uE9YX0AOG4VUD1qA7G505Z-1)

- **Scope:** Curriculum which blends disciplines is highly engaging, and can be used to teach complex concepts, and can help students combine their existing cultural and social identities with their growing researcher identity. However, creating an interdisciplinary curriculum can be challenging. This session frames educational conversations in MSE, and gives perspectives on creating courses that blend microbiome and social sciences for different levels of education.

- **Learning Objectives of Session:** Attendees will 1) identify successes and barriers to entry for MSE curriculum at different education levels (K-12, UG, grad, general public), 2) Share ways in which we incorporate MSE in our curricula (i.e. assignments, class period, multi-day module, full course, etc.); 3) develop ideas for further curriculum design for their own courses.

- **Format of talks:** Three 30-min lecture-style talks from education practitioners who have successfully built courses around MSE topics, including an outline of learning goals, approach to course, lessons learned/challenges, and more.

- **Format of breakout rooms:** Each room creates a lesson plan outline, and each room has a designated topic area (e.g. human microbiome equity) to help audience members group by teaching discipline.

### Assignment
**Lesson plan (15 points)** – Create a 1-page lesson plan on a topic which combines microbiome/natural sciences with social/environmental contexts. Your plan must include a 2-paragraph description of the scope and contents of the material, at least 1 suggest for reading assignments. You must also include a 1-paragraph description of an activity or assignment (you don’t need to generate the whole assignment just essentially what it would do), what you would want students to achieve or learn from it, and how you would assess that achievement or learning (quiz, graded essay, and what would be the measure of success). Page length does not include title, authors, or other header info, and is based on single-spaced 12pt Times New Roman. You may work in groups of 1 – 3 people. Due by Monday after this symposium session.

### July 22 - 29
**Meet as a class on Zoom to discuss, refine, and work on assignments (~2 hours per day).**
Join from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android: [https://maine.zoom.us/j/82847019149?pwd=YCvua93tHFNXHaU14sdufSYJOL8r9o1](https://maine.zoom.us/j/82847019149?pwd=YCvua93tHFNXHaU14sdufSYJOL8r9o1)
Password: 512447

Or Telephone: US: +1 312 626 6799 or +1 646 876 9923 or +1 301 715 8592 or +1 669 900 6833 or +1 253 215 8782 or +1 346 248 7799 or +1 408 638 0968
Meeting ID: 828 4701 9149

### July 29
**Assignment**
Final draft of your choice (25 points) – Turn in a 2+ page final draft of any of the previous assignments of your choice. You must have improved upon the initial draft, added more references/content/context/self reflection/detail or anything else to develop the writing and concepts. Page length does not include title, authors, or other header info, and is based on single-spaced 12pt Times New Roman. You may work in groups of 1 – 3 people. Due by 1 week after the symposium.

Grading (out of 100 points): A = 93–100; A– = 90–92; B+ = 87–89; B = 83–86; B– = 80–82; C+ = 77–79; C = 73–76; C– = 70–72; D+ = 67–69; D = 63–66; D– = 60–62; F = 0–59.

UMaine resources related to research, statistics, writing, and careers:

- Fogler Library
  - OneSearch, [https://library.umaine.edu/](https://library.umaine.edu/); find scientific literature
  - Research Data Management: [https://libguides.library.umaine.edu/datamanagement](https://libguides.library.umaine.edu/datamanagement)
  - Creating a research poster: [https://libguides.library.umaine.edu/confposters](https://libguides.library.umaine.edu/confposters)
  - Creating a research presentation: [https://libguides.library.umaine.edu/confposters/presentations](https://libguides.library.umaine.edu/confposters/presentations)
  - Presentation Practice Room, [https://library.umaine.edu/use/presentation-practice-room/](https://library.umaine.edu/use/presentation-practice-room/)
- Statistics Consultation, [https://umaine.edu/tasc/stats/](https://umaine.edu/tasc/stats/) (may have a cost associated with this service, talk to your research mentor before setting up a consultation)
- Writing Center, [https://umaine.edu/wcenter/](https://umaine.edu/wcenter/); tutoring, editing, skills development

There is always someone on campus to help you

My door is always open and I am always willing to help students, however, as a university employee I am also required to keep the community safe by disclosing information on crimes. This means I am a “mandatory reporter”. If you disclose something to me, including in assignments, I am obligated to provide this information to the campus Title IX office. The Title IX Office will contact you discretely, and offer you support services, guidance, and help you choose if you want to take action.

For confidential resources on campus:
- Counseling Center: (207) 581-1392
- Cutler Health Center: (207) 581-4000.
- Rape Response Services: 1-800-871-7741
- Partners for Peace: 1-800-863-9909.

For support services on campus which may have to report the incident to others who can help:
- (emergency and non emergency) Title IX Student Services, (207) 581-1406,
- (emergency and non emergency) University of Maine Police: (207) 581-4040 or 911.
- (non emergency) Office of Community Standards: (207) 581-1409.

Free food and clothing
- Black Bear Exchange’s Food Pantry, Orono campus
- Old Town Crossroads Ministry
University Rainbow Resource Center
The Rainbow Resource Center located in Memorial Union, Room 224, empowers and increases the visibility of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ) people by promoting equality and inclusiveness. We strive to maintain an open, safe, and supportive environment for students, staff, faculty and alumni and provide educational opportunities, information, and advocacy services.

Pregnancy, lactation, and parenting
I am happy to make accommodations for students based on pregnancy, lactation, and parental needs, as well as work with the Office of Equal Opportunities (E.O.). The state of Maine and UMaine policies allows students to breastfeed in any space, including in class. If a lactation space is required, please contact E.O. for arrangements. The Pregnant on Campus Initiative provides pregnancy and parenting resources in Orono.

University Veterans Education and Transition Services (VETS)
University of Maine’s VETS Center serves student veterans as they apply to, attend and advance beyond UMaine. The Veterans Center connects student veterans with the resources they need to successfully transition from combat to classroom to career. This includes help navigating the admissions process, applying for financial aid and U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs education benefits, academic assistance and preparing to re-enter the workforce. The VETS Center is located in Room 143 of the Memorial Union.

University Counseling Services
If you are experiencing a mental health emergency: Dial 911. You can also call campus Police Services at (207) 581-4040. For urgent help, please check this page for your options: https://umaine.edu/counseling/need-urgent-help/.

Over the course of our time at the University, we may face a variety of concerns – depressed mood, anxiety, stress, family concerns, body image, substance use, sexuality and many others – that may interfere with their ability to focus on their studies. Counseling Services provides mental health and social support for all currently enrolled students. Staff follow strict legal and ethical guidelines concerning the confidentiality of counseling. Counseling services is located in Cutler Health Center, Room 125 and can be reached by phone at (207) 581-1392.
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MSE virtual symposium July 2022

The Microbes and Social Equity working group, and The University of Maine Institute of Medicine present a virtual symposium on:

“Developing transformative research skills”

July 18 – 22, 2022. Registration is free, and required for each session individually.

Format: virtual meeting, Zoom platform.

Summary

To understand a microbiome, you must learn about the bustling community of microorganisms and the complex ecosystems they live in, because one cannot exist without the other. So, too, does microbiome research rely on understanding the lives and ecology of humans, because there is no aspect of human life which does not involve microbes in some way. To become better microbiome researchers, we must understand social and environmental contexts which affect humans and, in many cases, prevent them from making choices which result in beneficial microbial exposures.

This symposium will focus on developing research skills to create transformative research, including context-aware experimental designs, engaging community stakeholders as research...
Partners, writing transdisciplinary papers, translating research into policy, and creating curriculum which melds microbes and social equity.

**Meeting dynamics**

This meeting will present some plenary-style talks by experts in the field, including biological scientists, social scientists, practitioners or policy makers, as well as facilitate discussion among participants. Each thematic section will feature 90 minutes of talks, which will be recorded and made publicly available after the live session. After each plenary session, there will be 90 minutes of discussion in groups led by speakers and MSE group members, and assisted by notetakers, with ~10 participants per breakout room. Participants will be encouraged to collaborative develop skills for creating experimental design, interdisciplinary research or policy writing, creating community-based research, and pedagogy or lesson plans. The goal is to create draft documents that are meaningful for group participants, which can lead to additional outputs or action.

If you would like to prepare for these conversations ahead of time, links to previous talks can be found in each section below, or you can read the latest articles from MSE members in the mSystems **Special Series: Social Equity and Disparities in Microbial Exposure**.

**Program**

**Session 1: “Context-aware experimental designs”**

Monday, July 18th, 12:30 ~ 16:00 EST. Register for this session.

**Session leaders:**

Ariangela Kozik, Ph.D., Postdoctoral Research Fellow, University of Michigan, and the Co-founder and Vice President of the Black Microbiologists Association

**Scope:** Microbiome research often uses broad categorical factors as proxy factors for complex social or environmental contexts, but these can ignore or obscure underlying trends. This session will unpack proxy terms like race, Western diet, dysbiosis, rural/urban, and more, to differentiate what variables we actually want to measure and how to accomplish this in data collection and analysis. This session will also discuss how to communicate microbiome results in relation to broader contexts of lived experiences, rather than attributing results to broad proxy categories.

**Learning Objectives of Session:** Attendees will learn 1) the process of identifying more precise and appropriate measurement variables when engaging in human-adjacent microbiome research, instead of using proxy factors, 2) how to include more resolution to factorial data during collection, and 3) examples of how to process complex social data during microbiome data analysis.

**Format of talks:** Three 30-min lecture-style talks will disambiguate proxy categorizations into more precise variables that consider social contexts, approach to course, lessons learned/challenges.

**Format of breakout rooms:** Each room creates a concept map which disambiguates a proxy category into specific variables, and discusses how to frame survey questions or leverage existing data to obtain this information. Each room has a designated topic area (e.g.)
environmental restoration) to help audience members group by discipline or type of information they are looking for.

**Session Speakers:** In development, details provided soon!

12:30 – 14:00 Speakers

14:15 – 14:30 Break

14:30 – 16:00 Breakout room discussions/skills development as a group

Prior to this session, you may want to watch these recorded talks:

- "The human microbiome and cancer risk: setting the stage for innovative studies to address cancer disparities". Dr. D. Armen Byrd, MPH, PhD.
- "Chasing Ghosts: Race, Racism, and the Future of Microbiome Research". Dr. Travis J. De Wolfe, PhD; Dr. Mohammed Rafi Arefin, PhD; Dr. Maria Rebollo-Gomez, PhD; and Dr. Amber Benezra, PhD. Link to their interdisciplinary paper: https://journals.asm.org/doi/full/10.1128/mSystems.00604-21
- "Diet, Microbial Metabolites, and Cancer Disparities". Dr. Patricia Wolf, PhD, RD.
- "Deconstructing the individual: how science can materially advance using queer and feminist theory". Dr. Patricia Kaishian, PhD.
- "Extended Health". Dr. Joshua August (Gus) Skorburg, PhD.
- "Integrating Equity into Emerging Infectious Disease Research". Dr. Kishana Taylor, MS, PhD.
- "It's about time: ecological and eco-evolutionary dynamics across the scales". Dr. Liat Shenhav, PhD.

---

**Session 2: “Blending biological, social, and humanities writing”**

Tuesday, July 19th, 12:30 ~ 16:00 EST. Register for this session.

**Session leaders:**

Emily Wissel, Ph.D. candidate, Emory University. MSE Director of Resource Dissemination

Ashley M. Toney, Ph.D., Postdoctoral Research Fellow, UTHealth School of Public Health, El Paso. Translational/Clinical Nutrition Researcher focused on Latine Health Disparities.

Kieran C. O'Doherty, PhD., Professor of Psychology, University of Guelph, and Director of the Discourse, Science, Publics research Group.

**Scope:** Interdisciplinary experimental designs have been called for in research, but finding a publication venue can be tricky when manuscripts or presentations are deemed not discipline-specific, or are labeled opinion instead of research. This session will explore common gatekeeping problems of interdisciplinary research, cross-disciplinary writing categorization discussions (i.e. theoretical framing, etc.), and writing strategies and publication venues to make the most of your work.
Learning Objectives of Session: Attendees will become familiar with different expectations within research design/publishing across fields, and learn about tangible suggestions from research publishers. Audience members should walk away with more confidence in interdisciplinary publishing.

Format of talks: This will feature a 30-min plenary topic to introduce the concept that theory in psychology/philosophy is regarded as opinion in the natural sciences, followed by 1 hour of a panel of research journal editors to discuss flexible publication guidelines.

Format of breakout rooms: Each room creates a document, and each room has a designated topic area (e.g. environmental restoration) to help audience members group by discipline.

Session Speakers: In development, details provided soon!

12:30 - 14:00 Speakers

14:15 - 14:30 Break

14:30 - 16:00 Breakout room discussions/skills development as a group

Prior to this session, you may want to watch these recorded talks:

- "Microbes at the nexus of environmental, biological, and social research". Dr. Sue Ishaq, PhD.
- "20 important questions in microbial exposure and social equity + recent work on urban greenspace microbiomes". Dr. Jake Robinson, PhD.
- "What Connects Us: stories of working across difference with humans and microbes". Dr. Maya Hey, PhD.
- "Embodied microbiomes: a 4E-cognition perspective on microbial life and social equity". Dr. Francisco Parada, PhD.

Session 3: “Transforming your research for policy engagement”

Wednesday, July 20th, 12:30 ~ 16:00 EST. Register for this session.

Section leaders:

Mallory Choudoir, Ph.D., Soil microbial ecologist, Postdoctoral Researcher at University of Massachusetts Amherst. Assistant Professor and Extension Specialist at North Carolina State University September 2022.

Mustafa Saifuddin, Ph.D., Staff Scientist, Sustainable Food and Farming Program at Earthjustice

Scope: Microbiomes drive processes in all environments and are intimately intertwined with all aspects of our lives. Despite the central role of microbes in shaping systems, microbial researchers are often detached from shaping policies related to conservation, public health, land use, environmental justice, climate and other areas of intersection. Policy engagement is not typically included in the academic training of microbiome researchers, and there is a need for greater coordination between policy needs and microbial research. This session will
explore integrated, collaborative approaches to research and policy making.

**Learning Objectives of Session:** Attendees will discuss 1) how to develop research in collaboration with policy needs, 2) policy levels and types (government, private), 3) how to identify stakeholders, and 4) how to communicate your research to policymakers.

**Format of talks:** Three 30-min lecture-style talks will describe interdisciplinary research outcomes which transcend typical academic endpoints and engage in shaping policy.

**Format of breakout rooms:** Each room will create a policy brief outline or ideas list around a particular topic area (e.g. environmental restoration) to help audience members group by discipline.

**Session Speakers:** In development, details provided soon!

12:30 - 14:00 Speakers

14:15 - 14:30 Break

14:30 - 16:00 Breakout room discussions/skills development as a group

**Prior to this session, you may want to watch these recorded talks:**

- “The Human Microbiome and Health Inequities”. Dr. Katherine (Katie) Amato, PhD.
- “Decomposition as Life Politics”. Dr. Kristina Lyons, PhD.
- “Microbiomes and climate change at the intersection of human and ecosystem health in the North”. Dr. Catherine Girard, PhD.
- “Connecting environmental microbiomes to social (in)equity across temporal and ecological scales”. Dr. Erin Eggleston, PhD and Dr. Mallory Choudoir, PhD.

---

**Session 4: “Community engagement and collaboration”**

Thursday, July 21st, 12:30 ~ 16:00 EST. Register for this session.

**Session leaders:**

- **Mustafa Saifuddin**, Ph.D., Staff Scientist, **Sustainable Food and Farming Program at Earthjustice**

**Scope:** Due to the interconnectedness of microbial processes and social justice, many types of microbial research could benefit from closer collaborations with communities impacted directly by the public health, environmental and climate justice implications of microbiomes. Some styles of microbiome research would yield more positive outcomes if the collaboration was built around mutual long-term goals, instead of specific projects, and if it was initiated during project conceptualization instead of after the project has been designed. This session will explore different styles of interdisciplinary collaborations centered on community needs, such as community advisory boards, community partnerships, community-led research design, and how to implement this into microbiome research.

**Learning Objective of Session:** Attendees will learn 1) approaches to community-centered
collaborations, 2) how to leverage community professionals (e.g. health workers) in a ‘train
the trainer model’, 3) how to start ethical conversations around environmental samples &
broader experimental design, and 4) how to emphasize collaborations – including public
health, government, policy makers, etc. as a collaborator and how to ask for their help/mindful
collaborations.

**Format of talks:** Three 30-min lecture-style talks from researchers who have successfully built
research collaborations with communities.

**Format of breakout rooms:** Each room creates a plan for engagement, and each room has a
designated topic area (e.g. environmental restoration) to help audience members group by
research discipline.

**Session Speakers:** In development, details provided soon!

12:30 – 14:00 Speakers

14:15 – 14:30 Break

14:30 – 16:00 Breakout room discussions/skills development as a group

Prior to this session, you may want to watch these recorded talks:

- “An Indigenous To Meta-Narrative: Microbes and Social Equity”. Dr. Nicole
  Redvers, ND, MPH.
- “The Global Microbiome: microbes and public health beyond biology”. Dr. Amber
  Benezra, PhD.
- “Social and ethical implications of human microbiome research”. Dr. Kieran O'Doherty,
  PhD.
- “Investigating social determinants of health and social equity among Veterans; a
  United States-Veteran Microbiome Project”. LTC. Andrew J. Hoisington, Ph.D.
- “Risk factors for colonization with antibiotic-resistant bacteria in Guatemala and East
  Africa”. Dr. Douglas Call, PhD.

---

**Session 5: “MSE Education Practices and Curriculum Design”**

Friday, July 22nd, 12:30 – 16:00 EST. Register for this session.

**Session leaders:**

- **Erin Eggleston**, PhD, Assistant Professor of Biology, Middlebury
  College.

- **Monica Trujillo**, Ph.D., Associate Professor, of Biology
  Queensborough Community College, The City University of New
  York.

**Scope:** Curriculum which blends disciplines is highly engaging, and can be used to teach
complex concepts, and can help students combine their existing cultural and social identities with their growing researcher identity. However, creating an interdisciplinary curriculum can be challenging. This session frames educational conversations in MSE, and gives perspectives on creating courses that blend microbiome and social sciences for different levels of education.

**Learning Objectives of Session:** Attendees will 1) identify successes and barriers to entry for MSE curriculum at different education levels (K-12, UG, grad, general public), 2) share ways in which we incorporate MSE in our curricula (i.e. assignments, class period, multi-day module, full course, etc.); 3) develop ideas for further curriculum design for their own courses.

**Format of talks:** Three 30-min lecture-style talks from education practitioners who have successfully built courses around MSE topics, including an outline of learning goals, approach to course, lessons learned/challenges, and more.

**Format of breakout rooms:** Each room creates a lesson plan outline, and each room has a designated topic area (e.g. human microbiome equity) to help audience members group by teaching discipline.

**Session Speakers:** In development, details provided soon!

12:30 - 14:00 Speakers

14:15 - 14:30 Break

14:30 - 16:00 Breakout room discussions/skills development as a group

Prior to this session, you may want to watch these recorded talks:

- “Teaching with microbes: Biopolitical lessons from fermentation”. Dr. Megan Carney, PhD.
- “Missing Microbes and Missing Out: microbes and social equity in the context of youth in detention”. Drs. Ally Hunter, PhD. and Christina Bosch, M.A., M.Ed., PhD.
- “Analyzing and harnessing microbiomes from Soil to Society: Towards sustainable and equitable agricultural systems”. Dr. Frank Carbonero, PhD.
- “Intimate Exchange and Queer Ecologies”. Dr. Gabriel N. Rosenberg, PhD.

**Planning committee:**

- Sue Ishaq (Lead Organizer), Kieran O'Doherty, Mallory Choudoir, Emily Wissel, Erin Eggleston, Katherine Maki, Mustafa Saifuddin, Ashley Toney, Patrick Horve
- Organizing administrative support: Cecile Ferguson, UMaine Institute of Medicine

The Microbes and Social Equity Working Group is grateful to the University of Maine and the UMaine Institute of Medicine for providing financial and material support for this virtual meeting.